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INTRODUCTION 

This report is the result of three independent measurements of the per

formance and various aspects of the Triplex System. 

In the first part, we attempt to illustrate possible relationships among 

workload, system parameters and the dynamic performance behavior of the sys

tem. Pairs of many measured quantities are plotted against each other to 

investigate consistent patterns. 

In the second part, we follow the run history of a job in the system. 

Preliminary observations show that the elapse times of short jobs are rela

tively high compared with actual execution time. This leads to a study of 

the causes of the delay and the overhead in the execution of a short FORTRAN 

job. 

In the last part, results of monitoring several system activities are 

presented. Supervisor calls, IO activities, device and channel utilizations, 

CTC impact on the system and real memory usage are considered. 

This is the first part of a one year project report which is aimed at 

performance evaluation of different aspects of the SLAe Triplex System. This 

effort was supported by.·helpful discussions with Joe Wells, Ted Johnston, 

Richard H. Johnson, Paul Dantzig and Dave Folger. 

When this report was documented, some of the IBM SMI hardware measure

ments became available. Some of their results are included here as footnotes 

to related areas. SMI measurement was performed from 7/13/76 to 8/6/76. 
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SECTION I 

SYS'mM PERFORMANCE PROFILES 

In this study, we are going to consider same system parameters and their 

relation to different aspects of system performance. Some parameters, like the 

level (degree) of multiprogramming, effect the system performance in an impor-

tant way. For instance, a low level of multiprogramming results in inefficient 

utilization of the resources, whereas a high level of multiprogramming increases 

the system overhead and may result in contention on system services and resources. 

For this study, we collected data in the following way. There is a STATUS 

program in the system which invokes itself every ten seconds and takes a snap-

shot of the system status, and records the information on disk. An example of 

the output of this program is shown in Figure 1. The data includes the time, 

name of the active jobs in each computer, and for each job defines the class, 

stepname, allocated virtual memory, and the amount of time left from the estim

ated value. The data also includes the paging rate since the last measurement. 

The status data is sampled by an EXEC program every ten seconds, and the 

program extracts the information and saves it on the active file. This active 

file becomes an input for a batch program which, in turn, processes the data 

to obtain accumulated or averaged values over a period of ninety seconds. 

The obvious inaccuracy in this method is that the information about same 

jobs which stay in the system for a period shorter than ten seconds is lost. 

Of course, these kinds of jobs are not very frequent in the system. 

We start by studying the job arrivals to the triplex system.' Most of the 

jobs submitted to the system are through WYLBUR sessions. Therefore, by mea

suring the number of RUN, LIST OFF, CONDENSE commands issued by the users during 

a time interval, we can find the number of jobs which are submitted to the system. 
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In Figure 2, we have plotted the number of job arrivals versus the number of 

WILBUR LOGONS. We expect that as the number of terminal users increase, the 

arrival per minute increases accordingly. Inspecting this figure, we notice 

the spread of data which is typical in the data obtained fram most aspects of 

a system under production. 

The solid curve is an attempt to draw a smooth line through the average 

arrival rate for groups of pOints with the same number of LOGON values. The bars 

are l/lOth of the observed standard deviation of a group of points. The plot in 

Figure 2 show a fairly linear relationship between arrivals and logone in the range 

of 20 to 50 logons. 

In the following plots relations between load and the performance are considered. 

In Figure 3, we have the triplex throUghput versus the arrival rate. The 

definition of throughput, here, is the number of jobs which complete their exe

cution in one minute. For this plot, the number of arrivals at the end of a 

ninety second period is paired with the throughput at the end of the next ninety 

second period. There are other ways to plot the points, namely, pairing an 

arrival rate with the throughput with different lags. Considering the turn-

around time of short jobs (e.g., Class E) in the triplex, the present graphs 

give a reasonable representation of the contribution of short jobs to the 

throughput of the system. 

We note that for the low arrival rate, we have a collection of pOints 

which show a slight upward trend for increasing values of the arrivals. This 

region signifies the region where the system runs well below the saturation 

point and is available to accept and process arriving jobs promptly. However, 

as the arrival rate increases, the throughput values level out and different 

system queues start to build up, which distorts the picture of fairly direct 

relationship between the arrivals rate and near future throughput figures. 
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In Figure 4, degree of multiprogramming versus the throughput is plotted. 

The earlier discussion about the throughput holds here too. We note that we 

can identify a region in which the throughput figures assume relative~ high 

values. When we plot a smooth curve through the pOints, we get a maximum 

throughput point. In this plot, we basically see the tradeoff between using 

the system below its capabilities and the over-commitment of the system. When 

the degree of multiprogramming exceeds its optimal threshold, the overhead, due 

to task-switching, contention on memory, and other system resources, increases 

and, hence, the CPU time for doing the actual useful processing of programs de-

creases. 

In the following, we present similar data for each system. It is inter-

esting to compare the relation between the user program load and the perform-

ance on SYA with similar data on SYB. In addition to user programs, SYA sup-

ports the ASP spooling system, WYLBUR and ORVYL 

In Figure 5, the throughput versus the degree of multiprogramming is 

plotted for SYA. We can see that the data fonns a heap with a peak around 

MP=6. The same data is shown for SYE in Figure 6. We can see that in SYE, 

the level ~8 gives more points with higher throughput. 

One of the measures of system efficiency is the percent of time the system 

* spends in the problem state. During this period, the computer directly pro-

cesses the user codes. A rough picture of CPU problem state versus the degree 

of multiprogramming for SYA and SYB are shown in Figures 7 and 8. The problem 

state values are computed from the time left (nnnSL) field of status file for 

each job. For reasons of the inaccuracy of this method, the problem state 

values should be considered 10% to 15% lower than the actual values. For 

SYA, it is very difficult to infer any reasonable trend in the measurement. 

This partly explains the severe flucuation of system performance on SYA because 

*IBM 8M[ showa: Problem State(SYA,SYB,SYC)=(33,72,53)~ 

Supervisor State(SYA,SYB,SYC)=(57,24,8)~ 
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of the variation of the load upon the higher priority supervisory functions. 

In SYB, we can see clusters of high CPU problem state points for levels of 

multiprogramming higher than 5. We can also note the generally lower CFU 

problem state in SYA CODl:IS red to SYB. 

The paging rate profile of SYA and SYB show interesting results. The 

paging rate per minute versus the virtual memory allocation in SYA is plotted 

in Figure 9. We can see a definite increase in paging rate as we increase 

the virtual memory allocation, the rate of mapping effort between the two 

memory spaces increases accordingly. For SYA, the paging rate for virtual 

memory allocation greater than 3000K becomes alarmingly high. 

In Figure 10, the same plot is shown for SYB. The paging rate for this 

system is low. This is because there is more real memory available for user 

problems compared to SYA. The same results are obtained in Figures 11 and 

12, where we plot the paging rate versus the degree of multiprogramming for 

SYA and SYB, respectively. 
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Remarks: 

When we refer to the plots in this section we notice fairly consistent 

patterns in some cases which indicates a possible relationship between the mea

sured quantities. There are other cases, however, where the point clusters 

do not support any obvious relationship between the two quantities. For instance, 

the plots of CPU problem state(Figures 7 and 8) are among the latter cases. We 

have not excluded such plots because they simply indicate the lack of ~ediate 

effect of one parameter on the other one. Therefore, any prediction effort based 

on one quantity produces' unexpected results in most cases. 

In the definition of the throughput we have tacitly assumed a uniform work

load on the system. Although the assumption is not very accurate, because of the 

size of the measurements and the choice of the measurement periods the problem 

should be alleviated and we should expect so~e emerging patterns. Indeed, we 

observe meaningful results in Figures 3 to 6 which involve the throughput as 

one of the measured quantities. 

In same cases the standard deviation bars used in the plots are not appro

priate. Since the size of the data buckets are not always the same a better mea

sure would have been the uncertainty of the mean bars, as noted by Sam steppel, 

which can be obtained by normal distribution assumption. 
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SYA 76.302 14:22:42.33 

-> 
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·GPF.F.1:327, K, GO, 1408K, REAL TI ~1E, P63, 65, '.144051. 
SH~OA5 62,0, GO, 960~, REAL T I HE, P63, 35,1. 7 97SI. 
t-l~'F$$45, i3, ,960K, aTCRUNCH, P63, 4S, :'U51. 
O.IUR34TK,M,GO, 25GK, LOADER, PS91, 1S, 22Sr. 
\'1 n ru I P 9 8 7 , U, FORT , 2 5 G K, lEU 5 Z 0" H, P 5 ~1 fl , 2 9 S , 3 :J S I. 
II Y.I\ K Lie K, I , S P EA K, 3 2 0 K, S P F. A K E Z, P 5 ~ I , 0 ~ , ;; :J ~ S l. 
8 FREE INITS, US IDLE OF 10 
5 PGI/S, ci rGO/S, 697GK ALlOC, 5 FREE p~~ 

EXE·PAlJ 

Figure: 1 
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SEeTIO. II 

MEASUREMENT OF THE ELAPSE TIME OF SHORT JOffi 

USING A FORTRAN PROGRAM 

Preliminary observations showed that the elapse time (E.T.) of short jobs, 

i.e., jobs which require little CPU and I/O, was relatively high with respect 

to their execution time. This led to a study of this aspect of the system 

which can be used to improve the response for the short jobs. 

An FFl' algorithm written in FORTRAN was chosen to represent a typl'cal 

short job. This program finds the Fourier Transform of 1024 data points. The 

program has 273 lines of FORTRAN statements and consists of a main with 8 sub

routines. The program prints 88 lines of output. The input data is generated 

in the program. 

The CPU time and E.T. are obtaihed from the SMF output at the end of the 

job listing. 

The compilation with FORTRAN H processor takes about 2.70 seconds of CPU 

time and the LOAD/GO step takes about 1.70 seconds of CPU time. 

This job was submitted to the system during different times in a day and 

different days of a week. In Table 1, the mean and standard deviation of the 

E .T. values for FORTRAN and the LOAD/GO step, using FORTHCG catalog procedure, 

is shown. We can see tha.t the average ratios of E.T ./CPU time for compile and 

LOAD/GO step are 13.7 and 15.7, respectively. These values are, of course, 

rather high and reflect the enormous cost of using FORTRAN H compiler and 

loader on small jobs. As we shall see later, the frequent disk accesses con

tribute significantly to the high elapse time. The other aspect of data is its 

high standard deviation. This shows that system response for this job can 

fluctuate drastically, according to the load on the system. 
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FORTHCG - FF.l' Program 

Compile Load/Go 

Group-+ A* B* C* A* B* C* 

Mean 51·7 24.4 35·0 33.65 1.8.04 28.3 

S.D. 21 4 11.2 18.0 8.0 9·7 

Min 25 20.4 25·3 15·0 12·9 20 

Max 120.0 33.3 72.0 81.0 42.7 51.9 

Average 
26.7 of 3 37.0 

TABU!: 1. Elapse Time of FB'r Program in Seconds Us ing FORTHCG 
(SYA or an) 

*(A) 38 runs during different hours (week days/w~ekends) 

*(B) 10 runs at about 11 P.M. (every 5 minutes) 

*(C) 10 runs between 12 Noon and 2 P.M. 
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/ / J n tJ • C l... A ~ S = E • RF r. 1 n N:: 300 K / / * .... 4 I N rv P F= v S ? 
//FORl EXEC Pc,~=FoRrRANI-1.RF.GtON:;;?OOK ,PARM='OPT=Z' 
/I'STEPLI6 DO OSN=SY5t .f)uMMVL.l>I :;'.)~St"if~ 
II' DODSN=SYS1.LINK.OIS .. ...:'it1U 
//SVSLIN DO DSN=&&LOAOSET.SPACF.=( 10Q,( lOQ,80).RLSE. ,"~OUND), 
/ / U" I T= SYSDA .n J SP=( MOO. PASS. OFLF TE , .OC o~ (BLKS r zt:= 1 6~O ) 
/'SYSPRINT DO DUMMY 
//SYSPUNCH DO OU~MY 
/IFO~T.SVSIN 00 • 
/'GO EXEC PGM=LOAOER 
I/SYSLIN DO DSN=&&LOAOSET,Dlsp=(nLo.orL~TEJ 
I/STEPLIB 00 OSN=5YS1.DUMMVL.DISP=SI-tR 
II DO OSN=SYS1.nU"'MYL.nl";p=St·H~ 
// DO D5N=SY51 .OUMMYL ,D' SP:.!~HR 
1/ 00 OSN=SYS1.L rNK.DlSP=C;Hfl 
I/SYSLl8 DO OSN=SVS1.OUMMVL.OISP=SHR 
// DO DSN=SYS1.DUM~YL,OISP=SHR 
// DO DSN=SYS1.OUMMYL.OISP=SHR 
// DO oSN=SYS1.DUMMYL.OISP=SHR 
/' 00 DSN=SYSt.FORT.OISP=SHR 
// DO 05N=SYS1.FORTLIO.OTSP=SHR 
II' 00 OSN=SVS3.FORTLIB.DtSP:SHR 
//SYSTERM 00 SVSOUT=A 
/'SYSLOUT 00 SYSOUT=A 
/'FT06FOOl 00 SYSOUT-A 
/IFTO~FOOI 00 ODNAME=SYSIN 
IIGO.SYStN 00 • 

1/ ~OB .CLAss=e.REGION=300K 
// .... 41N TYPE=VS2 
//FORT EXEC PGM:FORTRANH.REGION=200K.PARM='OPT=2' 
'/SYSLIN 00 OSN=&&LOADSET.SPACE=( lOO.(IOO.80),HLSE •• AOUNO). 
I~ UNITaSVSOA.bISF=(NOD.PASS.OELETE) .oCB=(BLKSIZE:1680) 
//SYSPRtNT 00 OUMMY 
//SYSPUNCH 00 DUMMY 
"FOQT.SYSIN 00 • 
//GO ExEC PGM:LOAOER 
//SYSLIN 00 OSN=&&LOAOSET,OISP=(OLD.DELffE) 
/~SY~Lt8 00 OSN=SYS1.FORT.DISP=SHR 
// 00 DSN=SYS1.FORTLIB.DJSP=SHR 
// DO DSN:SYS3.FORTLI8.0ISP=SHR 
/I'SYSTERM DO SVSOUT=A 
//SYSLOUT DO SVSOUT=A 
//Fr06FOOl 00 SYSOUT=A 
//FT05FOOl 00 DONAME=SYSIN - - .--~ . ...... .... . 

Figure: 1 
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\" 

Pert of the expanded JCL of FORTHCG Froc.Lib. is shown in the upper part 

\ of Figure 1. We can see the definition for the concatenated data sets, 

SYSl.DUMMYL, which for this job are empty. In order to run our program more 

efficiently, we write another set of JCL where we delete the references to the 

DUMMYL libraries. The no-IXlMMYL JCL is shown in the lower part of Figure 1. 

The elapse time figures for the compile and WAD/GO step, with the new JCL, 

are shown in Table 2. The values we get in the latter case are 0.78 (in compile) 

and 0.56 (in LOAD/GO) of those obtained from FORTHCG runs. This mainly reflects 
\ 

the saving in elapse times by avoiding references to DUMMYL libraries. 

When the address of data sets are not provided in the program, the system 

starts its automatic catalog directory search. In order to find the impact of 

a directory search in the elapse time, we run FFT jobs with two sets of JCL. 

In the first set, we use the catalog lookup facility, and in the second one 

we give the explicit address of data sets used by the compile and WAD/GO steps. 

The two sets of JCL's are shown in Figure 2. The result of the experiment, 

for several runs in the same system load environment, show no significant sav-

ing in the elapse time of the compile step (there is not much directory search 

for the compile step), and about 15% saving in the elapse time of LOAD/GO step. 
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no_WMMYL JCL - F.Fl' Program 

Compile Load/Go 

GroulH D* B* C* D* B* C* 

Mean 29·1 22.4 35·6 13·9 12.8 18.3 

S.D. 12.0 3.0 7.4 8·7 6.0 8.2 

Min 18.0 18.6 23·9 7·3 9·1 8.3 

Max 66.0 26.4 48.1 21.2 28·7 34.2 

Average 
of 3 29·0 15·0 

TABLE 2. Elapse Time of FFl' Program in Seconds with no DUMMYL 
JCL (SYA or SYB) -

*(D) 28 runs in different hours of weekdays 

*(B) 10 runs at about 11 P.M. (every 5 minutes) 

*(C) 10 runs between 12 Noon and 2 P.M. 
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/ / oJ l u • L LA·.1 ~) ~ L • f~ L <: J L f\ .:; ..: I. 'J ... 
/ / .""A 1 N 1 )PL':;" 5 .. ~ 
/ / F I) R r t~ X L C f; '-..i ~ .;., F U t, r tc A f\ t, •• ~ i C J L f\ ~':: c to. • t ) ~ h. tw - • LJtJ T ~ ~ • 
/ / ::i T t..: P L 1 J L lJ t.J ~ N .:: S y ~,l .!) U t<l ~ )' L • [1 t·..: S '" " 
/ / U L) D ';N -:: ~; Y S 1 • L I f\ ~ • U i ~, ~ h h 
/ / ~ Y ~ L [N CuD ~~ N = t: t:. L U A C ~; t r • ::; P ;. l l ~ \ 1 C I) , , 1 U \.i, d u , • to< l. S t;, , R 0 UN U ) , 
/ / J NIT.:; S Y ~ l) A • D 1 $1->.:; ( M ( ) l) • ..,: A !; ~ • I) L L l~ r L. J • V C u :; ( d I.. K :) 1 t. E :; 1 u d C J 
I'/SV3PRINT U~ OU~MY 
//SV~t.lLNCt-t Ul) Dl.fw·wy 
I'I'Flh~T .)Y~IN 1;0 ... 
I' / GUt: l( l:' C P &.j jill ;.; L U A I ) t: .~ 
/ / 5 Y 5 L .~ N U U OJ ,~ ;: t~ L. leA,) S E 1 ,u 1 ~ .. ::. \ ( L L ,L.. L l L r L ) 
//STEPLld uu OSN=SV~l.OU~~~~.Cl~~=~hH 
/ / 0 IJ [) S I\i = 5 V S 1 • L) U f-I i'i Y L. • C 1 ::. F .:; 5 ~ r~ 
// LiD DSN=SVS1.L,)u~tw~L.~1::;.,:.:;~tl~ 
/ / CO () S N= S Y S 1 • L I 1\" • &:: 1 ~ ..... .;: ~ r 1"\ 

//SYSLl~ ~o D~N=SYS:.U~~~'L,~l~~=Sr~ 
// CD DSN=SYS1.DUt/.M'YL.Dl~f;=~Ht~ 
// t"U O~iN:..:SYSl .CLMN'YL ,e lS .. .:..Sr~ 
// 00 OSN=SVSl.DUMWVL.~lS~=SH~ 
// CC OSN=SYSI .Fcr<T ,C[~"".:;;S""H 
// uU ~SN=SYS1.~C~11..1d,Cl~~:Shk 
// CU OSN=SY5J.FORTLld,~'S~=~h~ 
//SYST~HM DD SYSOUT=A 
//SYSLOUT UD SYSOUT=A 
//~T06FOOl un SYSU~T=A 
/ /F T C 5F 0 01 00 D DNAMF. = ~ 'Y S I ~ 
//GO.:iY5IN &..iu _~ 
/) JOB" ,CLA~S-e.Rt::GIOt\::,'j(;CK 
//+MAll\ T~PE.:;VS2 

//FOHT ExtC PG~=FO~TRANH.~~Gl~~;20C~.P~H~=·OPT=~· 
//STcPLld 00 USN=SYSl.DUM~~L,OlSP=~h~.~Nlr=~'S~.VOl=SE~=SYSO~l 
// UD OSN=SYSl .L·lt\j(tCl~P=S""h.~NIT=u l:,~."uL::$t..:r~-::S'Y'SC"l 
//SYSLIN ut) DSN=t;.&LOAIJSf'r 'S~I'\Ct;::( lOC.e IOO.dO) .~L.SE •• f~CUt'tC). 
// 0NIT=SVS~A,U(SP=(~OO.PA5~,C~I..~T~).uCO=(UL~Sl~E:;16dC) 
//SVSP~INT DO DUMMY 
//SY5PUNCh DO DUMMY 
//FuHT.~YSlt\ DO • / 
//GU eXEC PG~=LOAt)ER 
//SYSLIN CD CSN=&&LOAOSEr.C[S~='CLO,CELET~) 
/ /STEPL 113 UlJ OSN=SYS 1 .DL~'" YL ,e t SP=SMt.( .l.l\ 1 T =&,) 1 S~. VOL.:;SE~.:;SYSC" 1 
// Ou OSN=SYSl.UUM~YL.~t5~=~~~.~Nl(=UI~~.VUL.:;SER=SVSO~1 
// Uu t)SI\i=SVSl .OLtot"'..,L ,ClSF=ShH.l.I\!r=ul~t(.VOL=~t:~=S~SC'll 

Figure: 2 
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In order to study the run history of our job in the system, we invoke GTF * tl 
(General Trace Facility) to record all the system events while the FFT program 

is rtmning in the system (SYA). We were not able to monitor the complete com-

pile step of the job because of the length of typical elapse time duration for 

this step. However, for LOAD/GO step, we were able to get most of the system 

activities for a particular run, which took 23 seconds of E.T. The data ob

tained from this trace were about 50,000 lines. A run profile of WAD/GO step 

for FFT program is shown in Figure 3. In this figure, the line from left to 

right signifies increasing time in seconds. We can see that after the compile 

step is terminated, about 6 seconds of E.T. is spent on allocation activity 

via AsP06 (this takes about 2~ of total E.T.). The rest of the time, loader 

spends time on opening, accessing and closing data sets as shown in the figure. 

The actual GO step takes about 0.7 seconds of elapse time, which is almost the 

CPU' time for actual execution of the program. The total E.T. is 23 seconds 

for this job. 

* Special thanks go to Paul r.ent2.ig who helped us to synchronize GTF initiation 
with the execution of this job. 
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Same other data which have been obtained from GTF run is as follows: 

Compile (FORT Step) - partial data: 

number of: 

EXCP 212 

EXCPR 101 

Dispatching = OOP-XCTL-LOAD = 894-93-12 = 789 

LOAD/GO (obtained from two monitored runs) 

SIO 208 

IO Interrupts 165 

SIO on devices: 

855: 

232: 

535: 

SYSLIB(FORTLIB) 

SYSLIN 

SYSLIB(OOMMYL) 

Dispatching = DSP-SC~L-LOAD = 426-0-0 = 426 

SYS16A 3330 

SCFEV5 2314 

SYSDVl 2314 

Typical E.T. between SIO and IO interrupt on the same device: 

855 (3330): 6, 8, 13, 10, 30, 48, 13, 13, 13, 15, 12, 15 seconds 

232-535 (2314): 73, 74, 93, 42, 126, 115 seconds 

In our study, we used the elapse time to find the actual time the job 

spends in the system. However, for a user who submits a job to the system and 

waits until it is executed, the real turnaround time is more important. For 

our job, typical turnaround time is between 2 to 3 minutes in an average sys

tem load condition. 

One way to avoid the delays in the batch facility is to use time-shared 

systems like ORVYL. Of course, we are now faced with new limitations, such as 

the unavailability of the FORTRAN H ccmpiler in this system. In any case, we 

run our program using WATORV and measure the elapse time (here, turnaround 

time). The results are shown in Table 3. 
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BATCH WATFIV 

WATORV 
E.T. CRJ CGO 

16.31 1.65 10 

21.08 1.66 8 

28.14 1.66 18 

15·59 1.66 10 

16.13 1.66 10 

9 

1 

8 

11 

1 

9 

21 

18 

Average 19.58 1.66 11.2 

TABliE 3. Elapse Time of FFT Under 
Batch WATFIV and ORVYL 

WATORV 
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Remarks: 

1.) The overhead for allocation and running of short jobs, using costly 

services like FORTRAN H compiler and loader, is very high. 

2.) The ratio of E.T./CPU time decreases as the actual CPU time of jobs in

crease. This is indicative of fixed overhead for all jobs submitted via 

batcA· 

3.) The number of dispatches is enormously high (426 for LOAD/GO step). 

4.) The mBjor cause of high E.T. is frequent disk accesses by the compiler 

and loader. Considering the number of disk accesses and the response 

time of 2314 and 3330, the high elapse times can be explained. 

5.) Interference from other system activity on this particular run was low. 

We can expect more interference if we run the program at a busier 

time. 

6.) Use and development of efficient time shared facilities can be advantageous 

by providing fast response time and reducing the load on batch system. 
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SECTION III 

* MONITORING THE SYS!EM ACTIVITY 

1. Introduction 

In this report, we compile results of several system activity measurements 

which have been produced over several months. Data from SLACMON, GTF, and the 

hardware monitor, SUM, is used in Sections 2 through 4. SLACMON is deSigned 

to monitor hardware and software activities over a given period of time and 

it has been used to monitor SYA and SYB. for 5 to 15 minutes each time. GTF is 

designed to record detailed system activities, such as SVC's, 10 interrupts, 

and dispatching events. In Sections 5 and 6, the effect of CTC on data fetch 

time and the real memory usage are considered. 

2. Supervisor·Ca11s 

The measurements are reported for three different periods of time. The 

first set, (A), occurred abdut November 1975; the second set, (Bb occurred· 

after installment of virtual memory ASP, and the third set, «C), occurred after 

moving the ASP spooling disks from channel 7 to channel 8. 

In Table 1, we show the number of SVC·s, 10 interrupts and EXCp·s per 

minute for each set of measurements. We can see that the SYA gives higher 

counts for the three events than SYB. This is because SYA supports more system 

load, like ASP and WYLBUR. The high values of SVC·s in SYA is alarming when 

we consider the amount of overhead which is involved in some of these system 

activities. 

The SVC's noticeably increase after the lnstallment of virtual memory. 
ASP. The supervisor call, MOOSET, is the major single cause of this increase. 

This SVC switches the state of system between problem and supervisor states. 

We can see this point in Table 2 where we show the total SVC counts and MOOSET 

SVC for a number of the measurements. 
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SYA SYB 
Measure-
ment 10 10 

Times SVC INTR. EXCP SVC INTR. EXCP 

64823 16919 10531 22144 8433 4058 

® 51107 14266 8168 20432 5467 3588 
43305 13997 6761 34507 8211 5018 

Nov. 75 51791 18902 10528 26935 8064 4414 
47123 10515 7349 

@ 75196 16236 8697 23409 6395 3694 
85587 19287 10605 44319 7906 5927 

March 76 54711 17950 8320 41453 7449 5326 
52722 16717 8199 

VMASP 60644 18279 11378 

© 84248 19644 7792 
June 76 80524 20423 7200 

72171 16459 7665 
107045 19529 10590 
109634 18716 10165 

TABLE 1. Number of SVC calls, 10 interrupts and EXCP's per minute 
for SYA and SYB 
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(8) 

(C) 

5 Y A 
SVC MODSET 

ASP 64823 2160 
47123 1745 

85587 34839 
52722 7800 

VMASP 
84248 38092 

107045 59850 

TABLE 2. Number of total SVC and 
MODSET SVC counts per 

Minute 

EXCP WAIT EXIT REGMAIN MODSET 

11.5% 14.2% 16.0% 8.8% 32.0% 
13.3 6.2 

I 

12.4 12.4 40.0 
15.2 18.8 22.2 12.8 4.5 
15.6 18.0 22.1 12.9 5.0 
18.0 19.6 20.9 12.6 4.7 

9.2 11.3 10.2 11.5 45.0 
8.9 11.0 10.8 9.8 43.9 

10.6 13.4 13.3 10.7 33.7 
9.8 10.1 9.5 8.3 49.1 
9.2 10.1 7.6 7.8 54.6 

TABLE 3. Most frequently used SVC's in SVA 
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TOTAL 

82.5% 
84.3 
86.3 
73.5 
75.8 

87.2 
84.4 
81.7 
86.8 
97.1 
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There are a few SVC's which account for most of the supervisor calls used 

in the system. The frequency of their usage is listed in Table 3. 

We can do a rough study of the amount of time the system spends executing 

these SVC's. We use the GTF event trace to measure the time period since one 

of these SVC's are called until another major event happens in the system. 

EXCP: When called, it is usually followed by a SIO or WAIT. The 

time until one of these events occur is averaged about 600 

~ seconds. Therefore, the amount of time the system spends 

in such an interval can be computed using the average number 

of times EXCP is issued in a unit of time. For SYA in peak 

hours, we assume the total SVC counts are 77000 per minute. 

We use the figures in Table 3 to find the observed frequency 

of each SVC usage. Therefore, the amount of time SYA spends 

in system mode to execute this SVC is roughly equal to 

TEXCP = 77000 per minute x 12% x 600 ~sec = 9.2% of real time 

WAIT: After this SVC, usually another job is dispatched. The time 

between WAIT until a job is dispatched is about 400 ~sec. 

Therefore, 

TWAIT = 77000/min x 13% x 400 ~sec = 6.6% 

From this', we can also get an idea of the time it takes to 

dispatch a job in the system. 

EXIT: After this job, another job is usually dispatched. The in-

terval ranges from 200 to 500 ~sec. Therefore, 

TWAIT = 77000/min x 11% x 250 ~sec = 3.5% 

REGMAIN: This SVC is an efficient way of getting memory from the 

system (compared to GETMAIN). On GTF traces, we can see 
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MODSET: 

runs of REGMAIN which are issued successivly to obtain 

chunks of memory. In such a sequence, REGMAIN occurs 

at a rate of one every 250 psec (e.g., issued by SUPPORT). 

It is not easy to measure the cost of this SVC because 

the control is usually returned to the caller and no trace 

of this event is recorded in GTF. 

This SVC changes the mode of the system (problem/super

visor). The cost of this SVC becomes significant if we 

consider the steps that must be taken by the system to 

ensure system integrity before the request is granted. 

The GTF trace is not a good way to find the cost of this 

SVC. The information in the translation-lookaside buffer 

(TLB) may be purged by this SVC. Frequent occurrence of 

the latter event can increase the logical-to-real address 

translation time in the system. 

The values obtained above show that the cost of these SVC's 
can be very high in terms of using the CPU time of the system. 

The list of frequently used SVC's for SYB for three measurements is shown 
~ 

in Table 4. 
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EXCP WAIT EXIT· REGMAIN MOOSET . TOTAL 
15.7% 20.6% 20.5% 15.0% 6.7% 78.5 

(c) 13.3 16.5 24.6 17.0 3.6 75.0 
12.8 16.3 24.·9 16.0 4.0 74.0 

TABLE 4. Most Frequently Used SVC's in SYB 

Compared to the activity in SYA (Table 3), the important difference is 

the low usage of MOOSET in SYB. When the MOOSET is low in SYA, the relative 

usage of other SVC's are fairly similar in SYA and SYB. 

3. 10 Interrupts 

Going back to Table 1, we can see the high rate of I/O interrupts in SYA. 

A relatively large fraction of these interrupts come from the CTC activities, 

as shown in Table 5. 

(c) 

Total 
10 

Interrupts 

19644 
20423 
16549 
19529 
18716 

,. 

Interrupt 
on 

lAO 

1024 
1317 

744 
1105 
875 

Interrupt 
on 

180 

7036 
6452 
2873 
3756 
3594 

TABLE 5. eTe and Total Number of I/O Interrupts in SYA 

The other sources of high I/O interrupts are the ASP spool1ng packs. How
ever, these are relatively low compared to CTC interrupts. 

4. Device and Channel Utilization 

The typical channel utilization figures for SYA consistently show high 

values for the block multiplexor channels 7 and 8. These channels are connected 
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r"', 

to 3330 disk drives like ASPQOl, ASPQ02 and ASPQ03, and 2305 drums. 

In Table 6, the channel utilization values for several measurements taken 

Thursday and Friday, June 24, 25, 1976, are shown. The utilization in channels 

7 and 8 are very typical loads on these channels. The utilization in channel 

5 is not usually as high as the values in this table. However, this channel 

is also one of the busy channels of the system. The assignment of devices to 

the channels are shown in Figure 1. 

Channel Utilization % 

1 2.5 1.4 1.4 42.5 51.1 
2 21.8 14.7 16.7 21.3 22.8 
3 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 
4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
5 45.8 56.8 50.9 65.5 60.3 
6 9.5 16.2 14.6 18.3 16.1 

7 34.6 37.8 27.2 37.2 32.2 
8 12.9 31.7 28.2 41.7 31.5 

TABLE 6. Channel Utilizations (SYA) 

In Figure 1, we can see that ASP spooling disks (ASPQOl, ASPQ02, ASPQ03) 
are attached to channel 8. Earlier this year, these packs were connected to 
channel 7 where the drums are also connected. At the time, it was noted that 
the utilization of channel 8 was usually much lower than channel 7, and further
more, the high utilization in channel 7 could interfere with the sensitive oper
ation of paging drums. 

In Table 7, channel 7 and B utilization values of the old eonf;gu~at;o" 
are compared with those in the new configuration. We can see that under the 

new configuration we have a more balanced channel utilization. The average 

sampled utilizations in channels 7 and 8 in the old configuration were 40% 

and 14.4% respectively. The same quantities in the new configurations are 

33.1% and 29.1% (IBM SMI gives: Channel Busy(7,8)=(30,23)% from SYA). 
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This change has also improved the ratio of RPS time to the data transfer 

time in DRUM A. This ratio in the old configuration, over several measurements, 

averaged around 6.3. Under the new configuration, the observed ratio averages 

4.1. 

New Configuration Old Configuration 

Channel 7 
Utilization 34.6 37.8 27.2 37.2 32.2 39.0 38.2 38.1 34.0 

Channel 8 
Utilization 32.9 31.7 28.2 41.2 31.5 12.9 20.1 16.4 12.1 

TABLE 7. Comparison of the Channel Utilization Values in the Old Con
figuration with the Utilization Values in the New Configur
ation 

The high seek times relative to the transfer times in the heavily used 

ASP spooling packs are another concern in our system. The high seek time is 

52.3 

10.5 

due to the excessive arm movement to access data which is spread over the cylin

ders. The ASP records are written starting from the middle cylinders and altern

atively expand in both directions toward the disk boundaries. This scheme should 

keep down the seek time as long as the disk is partially full. We can see, how

ever, that the arm movement between the two outer limit cylinders can become 

higher as the disk becomes 'fuller. With this scheme, one can save on the seek 

time of a newly initiated request by restoring the arm to its rest position on 

the middle cylinder after the last request in the queue is executed. This in

sures that the expected seek time for a new request is always less than half the 

disk radius. 

Generally, it has been shown (Wilhelm, 1973, Ph.D. Dissertation, DSL) that 

if the cylinder locations of the successive accesses are correlated, the simple 
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~ FCFS (First Come First Serve) policy is superior to SSTF (Shortest Seek Time 

First), and if the cylinder positions are randomly located, the SSTF policy 

9ives better perfonmance than FCFS policy. 

The ASP channel programs use the Rotational Position Sensing (RPS) facility 

of 3330 disk drives. Some hardware measurements were perfonmed to investigate 

the perfonmance of this system. The results are shown in Table 8. These mea

surements were done on ASPOOI when it was attached to channel 7 (old configura

tion). Due to problems with SUM programmable patch panel, we were only able to 

do simple unconditional counting. The results in Table 8 show the RPS hit 

ratio (i.e., number of times RPS was activated to number of times RPS end re

quest signal was issued by the device). We can see the low RPS hit ratio in 

the system busy hours when the channel is too busy to respond instantly to the de-

vice. For more discussion on this aspect of the system, please refer to section, 

liThe Study of the Performance of RPS". 

RPS ACTIVE RPS END REQ. 
COUNT/SEC COUNT/SEC 

Tuesday, April 6, 1976 
9:11 A.M. 17 34 

Wed., April 7, 1976 
11:00 - 12:00 A.M. 18 30 

Wed., April 7, 1976 
2:50 - 3 :00 P .M .. · 14 27 

Wed., April 7, 1976 
20:30 - 21:00 P.M~ 3.86 5.26 

Sunday, April 11, 1976 
12:35 - 1:05 P.M. 

TABLE 8. Hardware Measurement of RPS Activity on 
ASPQOOI 
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5. Effect of CTC on Data Fetch Time 

Unlike the WYLBUR data sets, the system SYSOUT=Adata sets can only be 

accessed via the internal directories of ASP. Therefore, copying a SYSOUT=A 

data set to a user WYLBUR active file (Fetch operation) requires the service 

of ASP. 

Issuing a FETCH command causes a series of interaction between WYLBUR and 

ASP to read the spooled output file in fixed size blocks using the CTC communi

cation line. In the present system, the time to fetch an output depends on 

the length of the file, CTC load, CTC buffer size and capacity, etc. 

We have earlier seen the impact of CTC on the system 10 activity when we 

considered the number of 10 interrupts generated by CTC. In addition to con

suming the CPU time to handle the interrupts, CTC induces delay in information 

transmission. We can get a rough idea of the amount of the delay by comparing ~ 

the time it takes to USE a data set with the time to FETCH a similar size out-

put. When we USE a data set, WYLBUR issues a series of 10 commands which basi

cally initiate a standard disk to disk copy operation. 

In order to compare the FETCH and USE time, 400 lines of program output 

were created and the same number of lines (with ho blanks) of WYLBUR file were 

stored on 3330 (WORK01 and WORK02) and 2314 (SCR001) disks. Several measure

ments were done to find the distribution of the time to fetch and use these 

data sets. The timing was done using the WYLBUR clock. The measurements were 

performed around 2:30 to 3:30 P.M. on weekdays. 

Figures 2(a), 2{b) and 2(c) give the distribution of the time to USE the 

WYLBUR data set from WORK01, WORK02 and SCR001, respectively. Figure 2(d) 

gives the distribution of the time to FETCH the held output. The average USE 

time from WORK01 and WORK02 are 2.14 and 2.03 seconds, respectively. The ave- ~ 

rage USE time from SCR001 is 4.64 'seconds. These values are roughly propor-
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tional to the access time of 3330 and 2314 disk units, 

Inspecting Figure 2(d), we can see th~t the ~verage fETCH time is 4.6 

seconds. Since the ASP spooling data is stored on 3330 packs, the high value 

of FETCH time reflects the time delay induced by the communication link between 

WYLBUR and ASP, which uses the CTC facility. This shows that the idea of ex

changing only pointers to data sets via eTC merits serious consideration and 

should reduce the eTC overhead on data transmission. 
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6. Real Memory Usage 

In the Triplex system, about one-third of real memory in SYA. and two

thirds of real memory in SYB. are available for user programs. In order to see 

how the available real memory is utilized in each system, we plot the available 

(unused) real memory in time, in figures 3 and 4 for SYA. and SVB, re

spectively. In each plot, the x axis is the time incremented by minutes and 

the y axi sis the ava i1 ab 1 e memory inK bytes. (The program w,hi ch computes 

the available memory scans the real memory page blocks to determine if a TCB 

is associated with each block. If a page block does not belong to a TCB, it 

will be added to the list of available pages. With this approach, it is 

possible that some of the real memory pages wtrich are not assigned to TCB's in 

a standard way will be tagged as available pages. However, the number of such 

page frames, about f1fteen 4K pages in SYB, is usually fixed and small). 

Examining these plots, we can see that the available memory 1n SYA. (for 

this particular measurement which lasted approximately one hour) is consistently 

low. However, in SYB., we can see sig.nificant fluctuation in the size of the 

unused memory. This indicates that,. as the si'ze' of total usable memory is in

creased, the memory management problems become more critical and the efficient 

use of the memory introduces new· complexities, such as the problem of the avail

ability of other resources in the system. 

7 • SUIiJilary 

We have studied different aspects of system activity usi.ng SLACMON, GTF, 

and hardware measurement devices. The results show a high number of SVC1s and 

1/0 interrupts, especially on SYA. Excluding the MODSET SVC, which is heavily 

used in SVA. by ASP, the other major SVC calls are used at the same rate in both 

svA. and SVB.. The 1/0 interrupts in SYA. comprises a relatively large number of 

CTC interrupts. 
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The channel utilization map shows a consistently high- utilization on 

channels in the system. The high RPS values on ASP spooling packs show that 

even the seemingly low channel utilization (i.e., 35%) can have a major effect 

on the performance of the critical devices which are attached to these channels, 

namely, p,aging drums and ASP spool ing packs. 

We compared the USE and FETCH times. In our measurements. fETCH time, on 

the average, was more than twice longer than USE time for the comparable data 

set sizes. The delay caused by the use of CTC was mentioned as the main rea

son for the long FETCH times. 

We considered the amount of unused real memory in SYA and SYB for a one 

hour time period. We noticed that in SYA,memory is efficiently utilized, 

whereas in SYB. we observe considerable fluctuation in the size of unused real 

memory. 

Finally, we should mention the occasional high rate of dispatching in the 

system, especially in SYA. From the GTF runs, we have seen as high as 250 dis

patches per second, of which 80 time ASP was dispatched. Part of the high 

dispatching rate is caused by flip/flop type switching between two tasks, e.g., 

WYLBUR/ASP. 
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Figure 2: Comparison of USE and FETCH times of 400 lines of data 
from the Wylbur and ASP files. 
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Figure 3: Plot of available real memory in ~YA during 
one hour measurement time. 
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Figure 4: 

H0UR(PM) DECIHAL 
Plot of available real memory in SY.B during one 
hour measurement time. 
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